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0. Abstract 

The debate about the ontological innocence of mereology has generally been framed as a debate about 

the plausibility of Universal Fusion.  Ontologically loaded fusions must be more than the sum of their 

parts, and this seems to violate parsimony if fusion is universal.  Less attention has been paid to the 

question of what sort of emergence mereological fusions must exhibit if they are irreducible to their 

parts.  The philosophy of science literature provides several models of such strong emergence.  

Examining those models suggests that the difficulty with emergent fusions has at least as much to do 

with extensionality as it does with Universal Fusion.  Some accounts of emergence fail to ensure 

irreducibility when combined with extensional mereologies.  The most promising model for the strong 

emergence of ontologically loaded fusions fails to validate Anti-Symmetry, which naturally leads to 

failures of extensionality.  These results suggest that the focus on Universal Fusion may have been 

misplaced.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Framing the Mereological Innocence Dispute 
 There is a longstanding intuition that ontology is bound up with mereology:  we need to know 

something about parthood in order to inventory the world (Varzi, 2005, 2014).  One contending view of 

parthood holds that composition is ontologically innocent, and so we need only inventory the non-

overlapping objects1 (typically the atoms).2  This might be because composition is identity (Baxter, 

1988), because composition is relevantly similar to identity (Lewis, 1991, p. 81; Sider, 2007), or because 

wholes and parts are just alternative but non-rivalrous ways of counting (Baxter, 2014).3  Peter van 

Inwagen, on the other hand, takes it that the supposed innocence of composition is a scam, and the 

identity analysis which is supposed to justify it is unintelligible (1994).  He instead develops a theory on 

which composed entities deserve a place in our inventory over and above that of their proper parts (van 

Inwagen, 1995).   

 Our inventory of the world depends on which view is right.  If our preliminary ontology contains 

an entity clearly composed of proper parts, then we need to know whether composition is loaded in 

order to determine whether it makes the final list.  On the other hand, if we assume that composition is 

innocent we must know whether entities on our preliminary list are composed (and hence overlap4 the 

atoms) in order to know whether they should appear in our final ontology.  Three entries from Jessica 

Wilson (2015)’s list of positions in the metaphysics of science therefore have clear mereological analogs:   

 Eliminativism:  deny that entities composed of proper parts exist (Mereological Nihilism) 

                                                           
1 Which is to say, disjoint.  “Dxy=df z(Pzx & Pzy)” Definition 4 from Cotnoir and Varzi (Cotnoir & Varzi, forthcoming, 
p. 23). 
2 In fact, this is just Varzi’s definition of composition-as-identity: “CI" =df Your inventory should include an entity 
you are committed to, x, if and only if x does not overlap any other entity y that is itself included in the inventory” 
(2014). 
3 See Cotnoir (2014) for overview and background of this family of positions. 
4  “Oxy =df z(Pzx & Pzy)”—Definition 2 in Cotnoir and Varzi (forthcoming, p. 23). 
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 Reduction:  deny that composed entities are distinct from their proper parts (Composition as 

Identity) 

 Strong Emergence:  affirm that composed entities should count separately from their proper 

parts 

Distinguishing these three makes clear why van Inwagen (1994) considers the innocence of composition 

a scam:  the view amounts to Reduction, and hence a rejection of both Eliminativism and Strong 

Emergence that bears philosophical costs.  Of course, the freedom of composition was never intended 

to be a freedom from philosophical costs (obviously Reduction pays many of those), but rather a 

freedom from parsimony costs for composed entities (which seemingly only Reduction accomplishes).  If 

composition is loaded, it had better be restricted, or the ontology will seem profligate.  If composed 

entities don't bear any cost in ontological parsimony, however, then there is no counterweight to the 

advantages of Unrestricted Fusion.5  In van Inwagen’s influential presentation, the merits of this 

mereological axiom are taken to be central to the dispute (1987, 1995, 2006). 

 In this dissertation my presentation will take the opposite direction:  assuming that there are 

strongly emergent entities, what does their irreducibility tell us about their mereological structure?  If a 

composed entity is irreducible to its parts, then the fusion of those parts must be “a real physical 

operation, and not [merely] a mathematical or logical operation on predicative representations of 

properties” (Humphreys, 1997).  Or in van Inwagen’s parlance, fusion will have to be “a causal relation, 

or at any rate nearly coextensive with one” (1987). The literature offers at least three characterizations 

of such causal fusion, and hence three accounts of Strong Emergence.  The first is the sort often traced 

to J.S. Mill and C.D. Broad, given careful exposition by David Chalmers (2008).  I argue that its causal 

fusion is too weak to ground mereological Strong Emergence—its wholes remain reducible to its parts.  

                                                           
5 After all, it’s undeniably algebraically convenient, respects the parallels with plurals and sets (Goodman, 1956; 
Uzquiano, 2014), and avoids vague or anthropocentric restrictions (Lewis, 2001, p. 212). 
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 The second theory of causal fusion on offer is often traced to Aristotle and Aquinas, and is now 

defended by Patrick Toner (2008) and Anna Marmodoro (2019).  I argue that its causal fusion is 

(ironically) too strong to ground mereological Strong Emergence—its parts become reducible to its 

wholes.  The third theory of causal fusion I canvas has its roots in Ibn Sina, and is now associated with 

Timothy O’Connor (1994; O’Connor & Jacobs, 2003; O’Connor & Wong, 2005), dubbed “Strong 

Emergence” by Jessica Wilson (2015), and given a mereology by Rob Koons (2014).  I argue that this kind 

of causal fusion does ground mereological Strong Emergence—but that the axiom of Classical 

Mereology it fails to validate is Anti-Symmetry, not Universal Fusion.   

 Van Inwagen may reject these accounts of emergence as attempts to answer the unanswerable 

General Composition Question, since they purport to tell us what makes an entity irreducibly composed 

(Koons, 2014).  Whether they successfully answer that difficult question or not, however, they do 

establish that there are extremely tight constraints on any possible answer.  My investigation therefore 

suggests that opponents of the innocence of composition should worry less about Universal Fusion and 

more about whether they can meet the sharp constraints on Strong Emergence imposed by the 

metaphysics of science.   

1.2 Meta-Ontological, Ontological, and Mereological Assumptions 
 Focusing this dissertation on the connection between mereology and the metaphysics of science 

requires making certain meta-ontological, ontological, and mereological assumptions.  While I do not 

endorse it whole-heartedly in all contexts, I propose to circumscribe my investigation with a Quinean 

meta-ontology:  to exist is to instantiate a property which appears in the best scientific explanation of an 

empirical phenomenon.6  This framing goes beyond Quine’s Dictum that “to be is to be the value of a 

                                                           
6 There are important disputes here about what counts as the most canonical form of a theory and about the 
relationship between the best current theories and the theories of a completed science; I don’t believe that 
anything I say here hinges on the answers to these questions.  See Frege (1980), Quine (1960, 1969), Toner (2006), 
and Van Inwagen (2009) for the development of this meta-ontological program.  Such properties may need to be 
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bound variable” (W. V. O. Quine, 1948) to include Alexander’s Dictum that “any candidate for being 

which cannot be made out as capable of playing some causal role can be discarded” (Cargile, 2003).  In 

fact, as in Quine’s own view, it goes beyond both to insist that the causal role be identified by a scientific 

explanation of an empirical phenomenon (Harman, 1967). 

 This meta-ontology is apt because it divides the sides of the dispute in the desired way. First, it is 

fair:  Varzi (2014)’s defense of ontological innocence accepts at least the main clause explicitly, as does 

van Inwagen, the leading proponent of ontologically loaded fusion (2009).  Neither the Lewisians nor 

van Inwagen are likely to accept the restrictive clause as a general meta-ontological claim, but all of the 

surveyed authors who support the existence of ontologically loaded emergent fusions nonetheless think 

that the leading examples are in principle accessible to empirical science. 

 Second, the Quinean meta-ontology assigns all of the established views to the intuitively 

appropriate side.  Baxter (1988, 2014)’s strong version of Composition-as-Identity need not be handled 

separately from Lewis, Sider, and Varzi’s Weak Composition-as-Identity position because the differences 

that strengthen Baxter’s version are inexpressible in a framework that only allows univocal existence 

and identity.7  We therefore need contend with only one meaning of innocence.   Further, in the 

Quinean framework, existence requires pulling explanatory weight.  This makes Hawley (2014)’s thought 

that fusions add ontological commitment but not explanatory complexity (mereological 

Epiphenomenalism), the Baxter-Lewis-Sider-Varzi view that fusions exist but do not add ontological 

commitment (mereological Reduction), and the view that fusions do not exist (mereological 

Eliminativism) indistinguishable.8  The Quinean meta-ontology achieves this feat by paraphrasing away 

                                                           
fully explanatory in the sense of Lonergan (1992) and natural in the sense of Lewis (1983, 2001) and Sider (2011) in 
order to appear in such theories, but I won’t defend the specifics here. 
7 As Turner (2014) explains, Baxter’s strong composition-as-many-to-one-identity thesis is bound up with a non-
univocal view of existence and a weak version of Leibniz’s Law. 
8 We can thereby ignore the amicus curiae briefs on behalf of eliminativism by non-eliminativists, e.g. van Inwagen 
(1994) and Yi (1999). These don’t seem to have convinced anyone, though of course they do highlight real 
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entities that fail to do unique explanatory work, and only including in the ontological inventory those 

entities which cannot be eliminated by such paraphrase.  The feasibility of this paraphrase strategy is 

deeply controversial,9 but here it is philosophically advantageous because it focuses our attention on the 

kind of entities that exist rather than on the meaning of existence.  Again, too, it is accepted by both 

sides of the dispute:  paraphrase is central to Varzi (2014)’s distinction between counting and 

countenancing and also to van Inwagen (1995)’s eliminativism about everyday material objects. An 

ontologically innocent fusion is subject to paraphrases of the sort Van Inwagen gives for artifacts—it is a 

pseudo-object better understood as a relation of other objects than as a thing in its own right.10 

 Third, the Quinean meta-ontology allows us to move easily among talk of entities, properties, 

and powers.  I take it that the basic dispute about the ontological innocence of composition is whether 

fusions are entities to be included in our ontological inventory.  In order to focus on the differences with 

both dualist and reductionist conceptions, however, much of the literature on emergence focuses on 

emergent properties or powers where “talk of powers is simply shorthand for talk of what causal 

contributions possession of a given feature makes (or can make, relative to the same laws of nature) to 

an entity's bringing about an effect, when in certain circumstances” (Wilson, 2015). In the Qis duinean 

framework we need not worry over-much about this distinction, because entities are whatever 

instantiates properties,11 and properties are whatever has value in explaining effects.  I will take note of 

this distinction when it matters for the argument, without belaboring in each case how we can move 

from knowledge of one to consequences for another. 

                                                           
philosophical distinctions among the views, e.g. Calosi (2016) has already shown that Strong Composition as 
Identity implies Eliminativism and is incompatible with Strong Emergence. 
9 Though I consider strategies like Sider (1999)’s “underlying truth” method equivalent for these purposes. 
10 See Rea (1998) and Toner (2006) for ontologies of such pseudo-objects. 
11 This doesn’t preclude properties themselves being entities, e.g. Toner (2006) suggests that properties instantiate 
PROPERTY, and that PROPERTY is thus self-instantiating.  Whether we need to count properties separately is 
discussed below. 
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 Fourth, the Quinean meta-ontology allows us to sidestep the thorny dispute over what counts 

as a “novel” property that would prevent paraphrasing an emergent entity.12  Good scientific 

explanations avoid causal over-determination, so novel properties are just properties that do 

explanatory work without introducing over-determination.13  The Quinean meta-ontology generates all 

the same conditions for loaded fusions that Clayton (2008) and Wilson (2015) set for metaphysical 

Strong Emergence:  the denial of Eliminativism, Epiphenomenalism, Reduction, and Over-

Determination.14 

 In addition to bringing a strong Quinean meta-ontology on board, the paper will be streamlined 

by making several ontological assumptions.  As the above discussion indicates, I will be working in a 

polycategorial ontology that at least speaks of objects and properties, though without prejudice to the 

possibility that one might be paraphrasable in terms of the other, or that some properties might be 

objects or some objects might be properties.  I am worried about the ontological load of composition, 

not its ideological load (W. V. Quine, 1951, 1983; Cowling, 2013), and the ontological load in the 

Quinean meta-ontology is born by whatever fundamentally instantiates the property.  I will also 

generally assume what van Inwagen (2011) calls a relational ontology, in which parts are in the same 

category as the whole.  When I speak of the proper parts of an emergent object, I will assume that they 

are objects as well, for much the same reasons as Cameron (2014).  This is in keeping with most of the 

emergentist literature, which considers the emergence of biological objects from chemical ones, or the 

emergence of mental properties from physical ones, but generally remains within an object, property, or 

                                                           
12 Such novel properties are just non-structural universals instantiated by the fusion.  See Hawley (2010) for a good 
account of structural universals; we can then consider non-structural universals by remotion. 
13 For an extended treatment of what constitutes causal overdetermination, see Merricks (2001).  Toner (2008) 
shows that the concept is just as relevant for those who hold to event- rather than object-causation. 
14 Wilson also demands that Strong Emergence reject Dualism, but this is trivial in the mereological case, since the 
relevant kind of dependence is the parthood relation, and without its putative parts being related by parthood, an 
entity just isn’t a fusion. 
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powers frame for the discussion of a given case of emergence.   The exception is section 2.2, where I 

engage Toner’s application of Koslicki’s Neo-Aristotelian Thesis, a constituent ontology. 

 Finally, I will assume Classical Mereology except where otherwise specified.  Given the debate at 

the heart of the paper, this is obviously a very non-neutral presumption, but given the earlier 

formalization, widespread usage, and expressive power of Classical Mereology I think the burden of 

proof and clarity lies with those whose positions are non-classical.  This means that when discussing 

characterizations of emergence that do not explicitly reference mereology, I will assume all of the 

axioms of Classical Mereology except those that conflict with the claims about emergence being made.  

When there are multiple axioms that could be weakened in order to accommodate the claims about 

emergence being made, I will argue explicitly for the most fitting approach, retaining as much of the 

expressive power of Classical Mereology as possible. 

2. Off-Label Strong Emergence 

2.1 Chalmers’ Not-So-Strong Emergence 

2.1.1 Defining Chalmers’ Strong Emergence 
 David Chalmers is keen to distinguish weak and Strong Emergence.  Weak emergence is the sort 

“often tacitly invoked by theorists in cognitive science and in the theory of complex systems” requiring 

“further levels of explanation” (David J. Chalmers, 2008).  Strong emergence, by contrast, is traceable to 

“the British emergentists of the 1920s” and “threaten[s] the completeness of the catalogue,” yielding a 

“radical metaphysical expansion in our conception of the world” (David J. Chalmers, 2008).  

Nonetheless, Chalmers initially defines both kinds of emergence in epistemic terms.  A “phenomenon is 

strongly emergent [when it] arises (in some sense) from the low-level domain, but truths concerning 

that phenomenon are not deducible even in principle from truths in the low-level domain,” whereas in 

merely weak emergence the phenomenon is only “unexpected” but “nevertheless deducible in 

principle” (David J. Chalmers, 2008).   
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 Chalmers takes in-principle in-deducibility to mean that strongly emergent “high-level truths are 

not conceptually or metaphysically necessitated by low-level truths” but they still arise by means of 

“nomological supervenience” on the lower level that serves as their emergence base (2008).  In other 

words, we can read the “arise” in Chalmers’ definition as “supervenes upon” but only because of 

contingent facts about our world—namely the natural laws.  The supervenience is therefore not modally 

rigid, so it counts as weak rather than strong supervenience in Jaegwon Kim’s classification (1984).15   

Moving from layers of properties to the mereological structure of entities, we can gloss Chalmers’ 

notion of Strong Emergence as the case where the whole is weakly but not strongly supervenient on the 

parts.16 

2.1.2 A Mereology for Chalmers’ Strong Emergence 
 Chalmers’ criterion for Strong Emergence is compatible with Classical Mereology.  First, Classical 

Mereology implies weak supervenience.  Classical Mereology uses Remainder17 as its decomposition 

axiom, and Remainder implies PP-Extensionality18—“decomposition is unique; whenever a thing has 

proper parts, it is the only thing with just those proper parts” (Cotnoir & Varzi, forthcoming, p. 27).  

Whatever has just those proper parts must then be identical with that thing, and by Leibniz’ Law, 

whatever parts are indicernible from those parts are those same parts, ergo any identified fusions with 

indiscernible parts must be identical.  Identicals are indiscernible, so whatever has an indiscernible 

fusion must have indiscernible parts.  The axioms of mereology are clearly necessary if true (Nolan, 

2011), so by the Necessitation Rule, necessarily whatever has an indiscernible fusion must have 

                                                           
15 A weakly supervenes on B just in case “Necessarily, for any x and y, if x and y share all properties then x and y 
share all properties in A (Kim, 1984, 1987).  A strongly supervenes on B just in case “For any worlds wi and wk, and 
for any objects x and y, if x has in wi the same B-properties that y has in wk, then x has in wi the same A-properties 
that y has in wk” (Kim, 1987, citing an unpublished paper by Brian McLaughlin). 
16 This is not to claim that Chalmers’ view about properties entails this view about parts—the structure of the 
entities may not directly mirror the structure of the properties.  Rather, this paper is investigating various 
possibilities for the emergence of entities, and one such possibility is the theory Chalmers advances about 
properties. 
17 “xy(~Pxy -> zw(Pwz <-> (Pwx & Dwy)))”—Axiom 4 in Cotnoir and Varzi (forthcoming, p. 25). 
18 Formally “x(wPPwx -> y(z(PPzx & PPzy) -> x = y))”—Theorem 2.1 in Cotnoir and Varzi (forthcoming, p. 27). 
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indiscernible parts.  Classical Mereology thereby guarantees the weak supervenience of fusions on their 

parts.  Second, Classical Mereology fails to establish modally rigid strong supervenience.  It might seem 

as though an indiscernible emergence base in another possible world is identical (and hence by Leibniz’s 

Law has the same emergent fusion), but using Leibniz’ Law in modal contexts requires rigid designators 

(Smullyan, 1948)—and the rigidity of the fusion is the aim of the proof.19  It therefore seems reasonable 

to presume Classical Mereology as the parthood structure for Chalmers’ variant of Strong Emergence.   

 Of course Classical Mereology is also compatible with strong supervenience, however:  if 

composition is identity, then fusion would be modally rigid.  From a purely logical perspective, Classical 

Mereology therefore seems neutral between Chalmers’-style strong emergentist and Reduction views 

about the ontology of composition.  There are, however, two sources of pressure on this neutrality, and 

thus two reasons to think that Classical Mereology might be more compatible with Reduction than 

Chalmers’ Strong Emergence. 

 First, Gabriel Uzquiano (2014) suggests that modal Classical Mereology should be understood as 

more than the union of typical modal logic axioms and Classical Mereology:  it should have an explicitly 

modal decomposition axiom.  Such a modal decomposition axiom would guarantee the modal rigidity of 

composition, ensuring that fusions strongly supervene on their parts.  Uzquiano offers two arguments in 

favor of his proposal, one offensive and one defensive.  The offensive argument is that such a modal 

decomposition axiom is actually a weaker addition than the parallel required to make plural logic 

modally rigid (Uzquiano, 2014, see 2011).  Almost everyone accepts that sets and plurals are modally 

rigid, so it seems ad hoc to reject a weaker modal axiom system for mereology.  The defensive argument 

is that those who accept Composition as Identity are already committed to a modally rigid mereology, 

whereas those who are opposed to Composition as Identity are generally opposed to PP-Extensionality 

                                                           
19 For a model of Classical Mereology where the necessity of parthood fails, see Uzquiano (2014). 
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(Uzquiano, 2014).20  In other words, they are opposed to the in-world strength of Remainder, not to 

making it modally rigid.  Nonetheless, there are difficulties with both the offensive and defensive 

arguments.  On the offensive side, if mereological fusion is supposed to be a logical model of a physical 

or causal process, then parallels with obviously acausal sets and plurals do not seem convincing.  On the 

defensive side, emergentists like van Inwagen might object to Composition as Identity because it is 

difficult to formulate well rather than any opposition to extensionality (1994) and prefer to give up 

Universal Fusion rather than Remainder (1987).   

 Second, van Inwagen (1987, 2006) suggests that emergent entities, unlike sets, have different 

parts at different times, in conflict with Classical Mereology.  By Universal Fusion the parts at each time 

would have a fusion, yet those fusions would not be identical with the emergent fusion since they would 

continue to fuse the same parts, in contravention of PP-Extensionality at the time when the parts are 

the same.  This argument, however, relies on a naïve view of persistence.  If a fusion persists through 

time it presumably does so by enduring or perduring.  If it endures in a presentist way, then the fusion 

only fuses its present parts.  To speak of its parts at other times is analogous to speaking of its parts in 

other worlds,21 and so tense-rigidity would require a tensed decomposition axiom in the same way that 

modal rigidity requires a modal decomposition axiom.  The presentist emergentist naturally has as little 

incentive to adopt such an axiom as in the modal case.  If the fusion endures in a four-dimensional way, 

then its properties need to be time-indexed (van Inwagen, 1990).  This implies an explicitly time-indexed 

decomposition axiom in order to make fusions time-index rigid, and again the emergentist may freely 

decide not to adopt such an axiom rather than rejecting Universal Fusion.  If a fusion perdures, then its 

                                                           
20 The allegation seems to be based on Uzquiano’s belief that denying Identity is more plausible or popular than 
denying Essentialism as a solution to Rea (1995)’s Problem of Material Constitution.  In support, the Stanford 
Encyclopedia does call it the “standard” and “most popular” view (Wasserman, 2018).  This strategy claims that 
coincident objects can be made of the same parts. 
21 Many presentists are already committed to this close analogy of time and modality, e.g. Markosian (2004) and 
Prior (2003).  Van Inwagen (1990) argues that all endurance theorists must be so committed. 
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various temporal parts are not strictly identical to one another (van Inwagen, 1990), and the fusion of 

those temporal parts is unchanging.  In ordinary four-dimensional perdurance, then, there is no fusion 

which changes its parts (Sider, 2001).  Van Inwagen’s argument may pose issues for growing-block 

theorists, but that’s far from a general objection to marrying Chalmers’ Strong Emergence with Classical 

Mereology.  Van Inwagen argues from personal-identity considerations against perdurance theories of 

persistence for emergent entities, but there are many reasons to reject such arguments quite apart from 

any attachment to Classical Mereology.  He therefore gives us no reason to doubt the appropriateness 

of Classical Mereology for Chalmers’ understanding of Strong Emergence. 

2.1.3 Chalmers’ Not-so-Strong Emergence 
 Unlike other emergence theorists, Chalmers envisions the separability of emergence and 

downward causation.  In strong downward causation, “the causal impact of a high-level phenomenon on 

low-level processes is not deducible even in principle from initial conditions and low-level laws,” 

whereas in merely weak downward causation the causal impact is “deducible in principle but is 

nevertheless unexpected” (David J. Chalmers, 2008).  “In principle,” Chalmers thinks, “one can 

have…strongly emergent qualities without strong downward causation” (2008).  Chalmers describes this 

situation as an “epiphenomenalist picture” (2008), but this seems too broad-brush.  If the putative 

strongly emergent entity does not exhibit even weak downward causation, then the entity is indeed 

epiphenomenal (and so in our Quinean meta-ontology does not exist).  If the strongly emergent entity 

exhibits merely weak downward causation, however, then it is still pulling some explanatory weight.  

The trouble is that since the high-level entity is weakly supervenient on the lower levels, the effects will 

be over-determined:  the initial conditions and low-level laws will have a hand in the same effects as the 

emergent entity. 

 As Jessica Wilson (2015) notes, this is more frequently referred to as non-reductive physicalism 

than Strong Emergence, and carries with it the obligation to explain why the over-determination is 
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unproblematic.  Here, however, we need not enter into the debate about whether over-determination 

arguments always provide strong reasons for eliminativism, nor the verbal dispute about what 

constitutes Strong Emergence.  It suffices to note that such putative non-reductively physical entities, 

with comprehensively over-determined causal powers, have no claim to existence in a strictly Quinean 

meta-ontology.  Whatever the explanatory virtues of referring to such an object in the vernacular, it can 

be paraphrased away, and so forces us into no additional ontological commitments. 

 In order to avoid over-determination, Strong Emergence must be coupled with strong 

downward causation, violating the causal closure of the physical.22  If the emergent reality violates 

causal closure of the physical, however, then it cannot be identical with the mere Classical mereological 

fusion of its physical parts.  After all, according to Classical Mereology, the fusion exists as soon as its 

parts do, even if those parts are space-like separated.  In order for the fusion to exist, on the Quinean 

meta-ontology, it has to actually play its downward causal role (otherwise it wouldn’t yet instantiate a 

property appearing in the best explanation of an empirical phenomenon).  In order for the emergent 

fusion to be identical with the Classical mereological fusion, then, the downward causation must begin 

as soon as the parts come into existence.  The converse is also true:  the emergent property can’t be 

instantiated before the coming into existence of the parts or it can’t be ascribed to the fusion of those 

parts.  But if the fusion has strongly emergent physical effects while its parts are at space-like 

separations then the coming into existence of a part has caused physical effects outside its light-cone, in 

violation of special relativity.23 The fusion demanded by Unrestricted Fusion thus cannot be identical 

with the fusion which violates the causal closure of the physical, in contravention of PP-Extensionality.24  

                                                           
22 Meaning “Every lower-level physically acceptable effect has a purely lower-level physically acceptable cause” 
(Wilson, 2015). 
23 Quantum entanglement can’t produce superluminal causal effects outside of the origin light-cones of the 
particles (Franson, 2008). 
24 In the way Cotnoir and Varzi define Fusion as a least upper bound (forthcoming, p. 29), fusions are always 
unique by anti-symmetry regardless of the decomposition axiom chosen, but those who reject PP-Extensionality 
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The worry here is not the same as van Inwagen’s.  Parts can have different fusions at different times.  

Fusions with different modal properties (one would survive the movement of its parts, the other would 

not), however, cannot be the same fusion.   

 Thus while Chalmers’ variant of Strong Emergence is itself compatible with Classical Mereology, 

when so combined it is not strong enough to force us to bear an ontological load.  It therefore seems to 

be off-label:  a form of emergence which is not really very strong.  Fusions that do add to our ontological 

load must result from even stronger forms of emergence which force us into correspondingly weaker 

mereologies. 

2.2 Toner’s Strong Holism 

2.2.1 Defining Toner’s Strong Emergence 
 The Thomistic theory propounded by Patrick Toner (2008) is a much stronger form of 

emergence than Chalmers’, positing non-over-determined causal powers incompatible with weak 

supervenience.  As shown above, Classical Mereology guarantees such weak supervenience, so Toner’s 

Strong Emergence is incompatible with Classical Mereology.  Instead, Toner proposes that humans are 

substances that “have no substantial parts,”25 instead being “macrophysical objects that are, in the 

relevant sense, simple” (2008).  A great deal, of course, depends on the “relevant sense.”  If Toner’s 

claim were merely that humans are mereological atoms, that might be implausible but would not imply 

a revisionary mereology.  Toner, however, rejects Unrestricted Fusion in favor of an ontology with 

exactly two kinds of entities:  atoms and emergent macrophysical objects (2008).   

 Nonetheless unlike van Inwagen (1995), Toner holds that “once composition occurs, the only 

object that remains is the emergent substance: nothing remains ‘down there’ at the microphysical level 

                                                           
would be tempted to use a very slightly weaker definition of fusion as “an upper bound that has no upper bound 
as a proper part,” which is only unique if PP-Extensionality holds (Cotnoir & Varzi, forthcoming, p. 157). 
25 Toner uses “substance” to mean “an object with non-redundant (i.e., irreducible) causal powers” (2008), i.e. any 
entity sanctioned by the Quinean meta-ontology.  So Toner’s claim is that macrophysical entities do not have other 
entities as parts. 
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(with any causal powers of its own)” (2008).  This suggests that for Toner emergence is a purely 

diachronic rather than synchronic relation, again leaving macrophysical objects as mereological atoms.  

While Toner is ambiguous on this point, this nevertheless seems like an uncharitable reading.  First, it 

would leave macrophysical objects as absolutely simple, rather than only simple “in the relevant sense.”  

Second, it would leave Toner with only atoms, since macrophysical objects would be merely 

macrophysical atoms, lacking parts.  Third, it results in an implausible sense of emergence, because it 

would make all second quantizations26 where more particles enter than exit cases of emergence.  In 

second quantizations, the particles entering the quantum interaction are annihilated, while the particles 

exiting the interaction are newly created.  These are generally treated as single-level diachronic 

interactions rather than cases of emergence:  e.g. no-one tends to describe a newly created fermion as 

“made up of,” “a fusion of,” “composed by,” etc. a just-annhilated boson.  If the criterion for emergence 

is only that nothing remains after fusion occurs, however, then when many particles are annihilated and 

few are created, second quantizations should count as emergent. 

 A more plausible reading leans on Toner’s assertion that atoms are “nominally present” in 

macrophysical objects, by which he means that the macrophysical objects have spatial parts that are 

qualitatively similar to the atoms which gave rise to them by diachronic emergence (2008).27  That rules 

out simple second quantization cases, since e.g. the created standard model bosons do not have spatial 

parts like the annihilated fermions, nor would the created standard model fermions have spatial parts 

like the annihilated bosons.  This emergence of macrophysical entities from atoms is nonetheless unlike 

the synchronic emergence discussed by Chalmers because the atoms that form the diachronic 

emergence base have “lost their identities” in giving rise to the macrophysical object (Toner, 2008).  This 

                                                           
26 See Wiki (“Second quantization,” 2017). 
27 Koons (2019) also adopts this view: “we should not say that organisms have other thermal substances as parts. 
Rather, in the process of organismic development or ingestion, some thermal substances are destroyed and 
replaced by empirically and qualitatively indistinguishable copies that form virtual parts of the organism.” 
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view is closer to that of Humphreys (1997) because the synchronic emergence base is somehow “used 

up” in the fusion and the properties of the spatial parts, while qualitatively similar to those of the atoms 

in the emergence base, are all “owned” by the macrophysical object (Toner, 2008).   As Anna 

Marmodoro puts it “A substance emerges as a single, individual entity, when we turn the parts of the 

whole into properties of the whole” (2019).28  This must be more or less Toner’s view, since he thinks 

substances have only spatial parts (or, at least, only one non-spatial material part), and “a spatial part is 

simply a geometrically defined section of the substance” (Toner, 2008).  To say that the table has a 

bottom part is just to say that “bottom” is predicated of the table at a particular location.  Toner’s 

macrophysical substances are then non-atoms in that they have parts in some sense (spatial parts, 

properties, perhaps a single non-spatial material proper part, etc.) but “relevantly simple” in that these 

parts are not material atoms of the sort that might serve as a diachronic emergence base. 

2.2.2 A Mereology for Toner’s Strong Emergence 
 While I think this diachronic-only-emergence interpretation is faithful to the text of Toner 

(2008), there are two further considerations which suggest that Toner cannot ignore the sense in which 

his macrophysical objects are not simple but composed.  The first is that merely spatial parts cannot 

change their locations, yet the properties Toner discusses seem to move, as e.g. when oxygen perfuses 

tissues.  Some part or parts (e.g. 16 protons, neutrons and electrons, an oxygen molecule, a hemoglobin 

molecule, a red blood cell) seem to be responsible for the motion.  Second, Toner holds to a constituent 

ontology, specifically Kathrin Koslicki’s Neo-Aristotelian Thesis, according to which properties of a 

substance are parts of the substance (Toner, 2013).  Toner is therefore committed to some kind of 

synchronic emergence base by which the various spatial properties have a substantial fusion, even if the 

synchronic emergence base of the substance is not to be identified with its diachronic emergence base.  

                                                           
28 Marmodoro thinks this emergence is a “conceptual operation” performed for “pragmatic considerations” (2019), 
but this controversial conventionalism doesn’t affect the mereology. 
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The second quantization analogy again rears its ugly head:  surely fusion on this picture is an annihilation 

of atoms (the diachronic emergence base) and a creation of properties (the synchronic emergence 

base), but in what sense are the latter truly fused?   

 Toner’s answer is that structural (non-material) parts (i.e. forms) are fused in virtue of a 

substantial form, which is itself a structural part of the substance, and a unique particular rather than a 

universal (2013).29  This avoids the difficulty outlined above for Chalmers’ variant of Strong Emergence 

by denying Unrestricted Fusion:  two properties only have a fusion when a substantial form is also a part 

of that fusion (substance).  Since the substantial form comes into being with the fusion, where the 

fusion is strongly emergent there would be no non-strongly-emergent fusion of the parts.  Toner thus 

need not deny PP-Extensionality.30  The trouble with this approach, which attempts to marry Strong 

Emergence to semi-Classical Mereology31 by treating substantial forms as immediate proper parts of 

substances, is that it is vulnerable to Aristotle’s Third-Man Argument.  Gail Fine (1995) formulates the 

premises of the infinite regress argument against Platonic separated forms as follows: 

(OM‐TMA) For any maximal set of Fs at level n, there is exactly one form of F at level n+1 over it. 

(SP) Any form of F is itself F. 

(NI) Nothing is F in virtue of itself. 

Now we slightly reformulate the premises with Toner’s version of the Neo-Aristotelian Thesis rather 

than Plato as the target: 

                                                           
29 This use of ‘structural’ is distinct from its general use in the emergence literature, where it means ‘predicated of 
the whole but reductively so,’ e.g. mass. 
30 This is important for Toner because he accepts Weak Supplementation (at least dialectically) and his ontology 
satisfies Over-Supplementation (because two distinct entities which are not parts of each other must have their 
own substantial forms, which are distinct structural parts), which together imply PP-Extensionality. 
31 I say semi-classical because Toner uses Restricted Fusion and Weak Supplementation. 
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(OM‐TMA*) For any fs which are all the proper parts of the fusion F, there is exactly one 

substantial form of F, in virtue of which all the fs are proper parts of F. 

 (SP*) The substantial form of F is itself an f. 

(NI*) Nothing is an f in virtue of itself. 

 OM-TMA* follows from Aristotelianism about substance in the framework of Toner’s semi-

Classical Mereology:  Toner restricts the existence of fusions to substances, takes each substance to 

have a number of non-overlapping proper parts (its forms and at least one material part), and takes 

these to be unified (made parts of the one substance) by the unique substantial form of the substance.  

The forms, too, require unification, because for Toner forms are just configurational states, and a 

substance can have many different such states.  Even the substantial form needs something to make it a 

part of the substance, since configurational states are configurational states of something, without 

which there is no substance.   

 SP* is just Toner’s application of the Neo-Aristotelian Thesis.  NI* follows from Weak 

Supplementation:  the substantial form of F cannot, as a bare substratum, be the sole proper part of F—

it can only be an f if there are other fs which it can unify into F.  The substantial form therefore cannot 

be an f in virtue of itself.  All the other fs are only fs in virtue of the substantial form.  So now, in virtue of 

what is the substantial form of F an f (SP*)?  Not in virtue of an accidental form or material part, because 

that would violate OM-TMA*.  Not in virtue of itself, which would violate NI*, or in virtue of nothing, 

which would also violate Weak Supplementation.  Not in virtue of a super-substantial form, which would 

trigger a regress.  Like Chalmers’ version of Strong Emergence, Toner’s runs aground on the strength of 

its decomposition axiom. 

 Thankfully for Toner, he is only dialectically committed to Weak Supplementation, seeing it as 

argumentative support for his core Aristotelian-Thomist ideas about substance (2013).  Toner’s denial 
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that the synchronic emergence base is identical with the diachronic emergence base gives an opening to 

adopt a weaker decomposition axiom, Strong Company,32 for the fusion of nominally present parts that 

synchronically compose the substance.  Now rather than considering the formal part as one with special 

powers, we can merely specify it as a part which underlaps33 every other part.  The part underlaps itself 

since it is an improper part of itself, so NI* comes out false and the Third Man Argument fails.  Now 

Toner can be as ambivalent as Aristotle about whether grounding flows from the composite substance 

or the substantial form (Graham, 1990), because neither endangers the unity of the fusion:  the former 

is its least upper bound and the latter is its greatest lower bound. 

 This model also gives us a good mereological reason for Toner (2010)’s claim that substances 

cannot be parts of substances.  To be unified as a substance, a fusion would require a substantial form 

that underlaps all the parts it overlaps.  If that substantial form were underlapped by the substantial 

form of the larger substance, then it would be unified with the larger substance and not an independent 

entity.  If the substantial form of the smaller substance were not underlapped by the substantial form of 

the larger substance, then not all of the parts of the larger substance would be underlapped by its 

substantial form, in contradiction with the claim that the larger fusion is a substance. 

2.2.3 Toner’s Strong Holism 

 Given this mereology, however, the wholes and parts involved in the synchronic aspect of 

Toner’s Strong Emergence don’t seem to have separate existence.  The substantial form surely lacks 

independent causal power because it is merely a configuration of the other parts into a whole.  It is a 

particular, but not one separable from the whole in activity or existence.  The other parts need not 

count separately because they are wholly grounded in either the emergent fusion or the substantial 

form.  The premise of emergence was that complex partial grounding relations might add up to 

                                                           
32 “xy(PPyx ->  z(PPzx & ~Pzy))”—Axiom 4.24 in Cotnoir and Varzi (forthcoming, p. 125). 
33 “Uxy =df z(Pxz & Pyz)”—Definition 3 in Cotnoir and Varzi (forthcoming, p. 23). 
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emergent wholes which have powers unattributable to the parts.  When a putative entity is wholly 

grounded in a single other entity, parsimony can always reduce the wholly grounded entity.  It is after all 

this sort of grounding that leads Jonathan Schaffer (2007, 2009, 2010) to describe his view as monism 

and not merely priority holism. Toner’s variant fails to count as Strong Emergence in Wilson (2015)’s 

sense because it denies the distinctness of the wholes and parts—not for the usual reductive reasons, 

but rather for Aristotelian substance holism.  Whereas Chalmers’ Strong Emergence turned out to be 

compatible with a decomposition axiom so strong that we need not count fusions separately in our 

ontology, Toner’s understanding of Strong Emergence turns out to be most compatible with a 

decomposition axiom so weak that we need not count parts separately in our ontology.  Toner’s Strong 

Emergence also seems off-label, but for the reason that its wholes do not seem to arise from their parts, 

which suggests some kind of dependence relation.   

3. Titrated Strong Emergence 

3.1 Defining Wilson’s Strong Emergence with O’Connor et al. 
 Mereological investigation thus supports Jessica Wilson (2015)’s claim that only variants of 

emergentism which insist on the distinctness of wholes and parts and exclude over-determination can 

properly be called Strong Emergence.34  The price of such positions is that they deny the causal closure 

of the physical.  O’Connor and Jacobs (2003) give a positive account of such Strong Emergence, in which: 

1. The emergent whole is a “causal consequence” of the action of the microphysical parts in a 

certain complex context. 

                                                           
34 Strongly Emergentist views also need to affirm the real causal efficacy of the whole (lest they fall into 
epiphenomenalism) and the dependence of the whole on the parts (lest they fall into dualism).  Neither of these 
temptations need be surveyed here, since the former is ruled out by our meta-ontology and the latter does not 
connect the existence of levels to whole-part relationships. 
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2. The powers of the whole are “basic,” which is to say that they are not duplicative of the powers 

of the parts, and necessary in explaining future states of the microphysical parts (“downwards 

causation”). 

The strongly emergent whole is to be understood as a mereological fusion, because it is “simply the 

mereological sum” of its microphysical parts (O’Connor & Jacobs, 2003).  O’Connor and Jacobs (2003) 

give two possible non-dualist interpretations of this fusion: 

1. “A new object emerges and continues to depend for its existence on the structure that 

generated it: the underlying composite system and the new thing none the less interact with 

each other as distinct units – strictly speaking, there are a bunch of physical simples that jointly 

interact with the emergent object – so that the emergent object affects other things in its 

environment only via affecting the originating system” 

2. “The new object is itself the composite system: the simples jointly compose the object, which 

has a distinctive thisness and some distinctive features.” 

 In the first case, O’Connor and Jacobs suggest, the emergent object would be identical to the 

fusion of its parts with nomological necessity, but possibly metaphysically distinct (2003).35  This strikes 

me as a red herring—if identity is not metaphysically necessary in general, there is no obvious reason 

why particular identities might be necessary.  If option (2) is construed as only the whole interacting 

causally with outside objects, then it’s unclear what reason could be given for supposing that the parts 

continue to exhibit their own thisness, and option (2) seems equivalent to Toner’s variant of Strong 

                                                           
35 There might be other ways to try to parse what O’Connor and Jacobs (2003) mean here.  Clearly their worry is to 
distinguish their view from a kind of emergent dualism, but cashing out dualism in terms of the independence of 
individuality rather than, as O’Connor and Wong (2005) and Wilson (2015) do, the independence of existence 
makes things confusing, since they never explain what it is for individuality to be dependent or independent.  
Perhaps their worry is that the emergent object might cease to have its emergence base as parts, rather than mere 
external dependencies, and so they are covertly appealing to Lewisian partial identity.  Our mereological treatment 
just stipulates that the relationship between an emergent whole and its synchronic emergence base is parthood. 
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Emergence.  Once these two strong construals are dismissed, the distinction between options (1) and (2) 

seems to be whether the whole interacts directly with non-parts—option (2)—or does so only through 

its parts—option (1).  Construed in this way, option (1) is still compatible with Wilson’s Strong 

Emergence in our Quinean framework, because the emergent powers of the whole could be the best 

explanation for otherwise inexplicable powers of the parts.36   

 What is important for avoiding dualism (and the Problem of Material Constitution) on either 

construal is PP-Extensionality:  there cannot be any distinct non-emergent fusion of the same parts.  

Avoidance of non-reductive physicalism is then only possible if the non-emergent fusion does not exist 

(as shown above regarding Chalmers’ Strong Emergence), meaning that Wilson’s variant of Strong 

Emergence must deny Unrestricted Fusion.  The dependence of emergent wholes on their emergence-

base parts may be “dynamic and causal, not static and formal (in a quasi-logical sense)” (O’Connor & 

Wong, 2005), but it still carries mereological implications.  Discerning the formal implications, however, 

requires sorting out the details of the dynamic causal picture.  O’Connor and Wong (2005) are happy 

with the messy model of option (2) from O’Connor and Jacobs (2003), leaving the details of how 

dependence is secured and over-determination avoided as “a matter for empirical theory, not a priori 

analysis.”   

 Since Wilson’s understanding of Strong Emergence is intended to be incompatible with strong 

supervenience, O’Connor and Wong (2005) allow that in the outcome of that empirical investigation 

“there might be two objects having identical intrinsic physical properties…and existing in the same 

external circumstance, yet one has [an emergent fusion] and the other lacks it.”  Since identical intrinsic 

physical properties means an identical intrinsic microphysical constitution in the Quinean framework, 

                                                           
36 E.g., Van Inwagen (1995) and O’Connor and Jacobs (2003) both appeal to mental properties as (at least among) 
the non-duplicative causal powers of the emergent object, but the reason for believing in the existence of such 
properties might be an inference from the behavior of the parts. 
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there are two ways of reading this.  The first reading takes the “two objects” phrasing literally.  Since for 

the microphysical parts to be an object they must have a fusion, here we have one emergent 

(ontologically loaded) and one ontologically innocent fusion.  Now what happens if parts of the 

ontologically innocent object become an emergence-base?  The ontologically innocent fusion can’t 

become an ontologically loaded one, because they have different essential properties (e.g. if the 

emergent fusion is a dog, a non-dog cannot be later identical with a dog).37  But since the ontologically 

innocent fusion is just that—innocent—it has no properties which can be supplanted by the emergent 

fusion, so it does not cease to exist.  PP-Extensionality guarantees the uniqueness of the fusion, so it 

must be both innocent and loaded, which is a contradiction.  The second reading, more charitably, 

paraphrases the second ‘object’ as the ps which are its synchronic emergence base.  Now O’Connor and 

Wong’s claim just amounts to the denial that the emergent fusion even weakly supervenes on the parts.  

The repeated claim that emergent fusions are supervenient (O’Connor, 1994; O’Connor & Jacobs, 

2003)—intended to prevent accusations of dualism—must then be understood as a mere global 

supervenience (O’Connor & Wong, 2005), which does not entail weak supervenience (Kim, 1987).    

 Merely globally supervenient emergent fusions, however, are subject to a dilemma from 

Jaegwon Kim.  Global superevenience itself, Kim notes, is inadequate to ensure dependence (1987), and 

if the emergent reality fails to be dependent upon its parts then it seems more like a spawned entity 

(dualism) than a fusion.  O’Connor and Wong’s response is that the dependence is causal, and therefore 

operates with whatever modal force you take efficient causation to have (2005).  If the dependence is 

causal, however, Kim’s causal exclusion argument suggests cutting out the middle man and merely 

ascribing all of the causal powers to the emergence base (1999).  O’Connor’s defense is that it is 

“implausible” to ascribe novel physical effects in complex systems to “rather elusive” novel properties of 

                                                           
37 O’Connor and Jacobs (2003) defend that emergent fusions have such essential properties. 
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the parts rather than to emergent fusions (1994).  O’Connor et al.’s emergent fusions seem no less 

elusive, however, since their existence does not weakly supervene on their parts, but only on the global 

microphysical state, and their powers, too, are employed only on their parts but rather cause downward 

changes in the general microphysical state.  Causes and effects might be partitioned in such a way as to 

avoid circularity and over-determination, but O’Connor et al. have given precious little direction to their 

proposed biophysics research program, leaving it seeming “otiose and dispensable” (Kim, 1999). 

3.2 Koons’ Attempt at a Mereology for Wilson’s Strong Emergence 
 Rob Koons (2014) takes up O’Connor et al.’s basic diachronic causal approach to emergence, but 

suggests two further structural elements to make it less otiose.  The first is Power Migration, in which 

Koons avoids causal exclusion and over-determination arguments by positing that the powers of the 

parts which might rival those of the whole are in fact transferred to the whole—leaving the parts with 

only their essential powers, just enough to guarantee their continued existence in the Quinean 

ontology.38  The second is Instrumentation, in which Koons avoids accusations of dualism by positing 

that the whole acts only on and through its parts, grounding and directing all of their non-essential 

powers.  Koons assumes that this transeunt action is synchronic, which avoids causal circularity since the 

dependence of the whole upon the parts is diachronic. 

 Koons claims that this additional structure gives a model of emergence which validates “all of 

the axioms of classical extensional mereology (with the exception of arbitrary sums)” (2014).  First he 

argues for the ordering axioms by noting that proper parts in his model are grounded by the whole, and 

that grounding is transitive and asymmetric.  Koons’ model only partially grounds parts in the whole,39 

                                                           
38 Strictly speaking, this move alone does not prevent over-determination because the essential powers of the 
parts could rival the powers of the whole.  It does give a clear direction for avoiding such over-determination, 
however, by making the essential powers of the parts things like mass for which the corresponding properties of 
the whole are obviously reducible rather than novel.  Properties of the parts which might be closely entwined with 
the supposedly novel powers of the whole can be transferred. 
39 Koons can’t mean the ground of wholes in parts, because on his model wholes aren’t grounded in their parts (on 
pain of circularity), rather, they’re grounded in the process participated in by those parts at an earlier time. 
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however, since he insists that they exist as their own entities with their own essential properties and 

primary powers, capable of persisting through the demise of the whole.  Jonathan Schaffer showed that 

partial grounding is not necessarily transitive (2012).  Schaffer’s solution is to make grounding 

contrastive, but since Koons’ grounds are fundamental mind-independent entities rather than interest-

dependent explanations, that route is unavailable here.  

 Next Koons argues for Strong Supplementation as the appropriate decomposition axiom for this 

understanding of Strong Emergence.  The reasoning proceeds in two steps, attempting to prove both 

Mereological Linearity40 and Very Strong Companionship,41 which jointly imply Strong Supplementation.  

Koons’ argument for Mereological Linearity is that Power Migration cannot involve two entities directly 

receiving powers from the part, and conversely that no part can be immediately instrumentalized by 

two wholes.  While this is equivalent to van Inwagen (1995)’s claim about the jealousy of lives, however, 

it is neither obvious nor implied by the considerations Koons places on Strong Emergence.  It might 

seem, for instance, that an electron in a covalent bond could be an instrument of two atoms, or that a 

cell of an organ used by two conjoined twins could be an instrument of two lives.  Nor is it clear that two 

entities cannot directly receive powers from the same part, since Power Migration only transfers those 

powers relevant to the powers of the whole.  The two wholes may be of different types to which 

different powers are relevant, or cooperate so as to not require the same powers, and Instrumentation 

is only partial grounding so there can be multiple partial grounds.  The appeal to Mereological Linearity 

therefore appears ad hoc. 

 The argument for Very Strong Companionship seems comparatively straightforward, at least if 

Mereological Linearity is granted.   Strong emergence is supposed to be diachronically causally 

                                                           
40 “x is a part of y, y is a part of x, or x and y are disjoint (non-overlapping)” (Koons, 2014). 
41 “If x is a proper part of y, then there is some z such that z is a proper part of y, z is not a part of x, and x is not a 
part of z” (Koons, 2014).  Cotnoir and Varzi show that if the classical ordering axioms hold, this is equivalent to 
their Strong Company (forthcoming, pp. 122, 127, 128n71). 
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dependent on parts interacting in complex ways.  If Power Migration has already given all the relevant 

powers to one entity and/or Instrumentation has already subordinated all the activities of the parts, 

then there is no complex interaction to foster Strong Emergence.  Strong Supplementation is therefore 

fully compatible with Wilson’s view of Strong Emergence, though this view of emergence does not imply 

Strong Supplementation without a seemingly ad hoc appeal to Mereological Linearity.  Remainder, 

however, does not seem compatible with this model of Strong Emergence.  If we assume that the 

complex interactions which foster Strong Emergence sometimes require three or more immediate 

proper parts, then absent Unrestricted Fusion there will be no maximal remainder.  Koons is therefore 

fudging slightly when he claims to recover all of Classical Mereology other than Unrestricted Fusion.42 

 The advantage of Koons’ additional structure for Strong Emergence is that it makes more 

obvious why the emergent realities really are fusions, rather than merely being higher-level entities of a 

novel kind that are nonetheless causally dependent on the lower-level entities which comprise their 

emergence bases.  If those fusions have a fairly conventional mereological structure, that makes them 

less otiose.  Unfortunately, Koons’ structural considerations make Wilson’s understanding of Strong 

Emergence more vulnerable to Kim’s criticism that it is dispensable.  Koons claims that Power Migration 

transfers the ground of the powers from the parts to their emergent fusion, but that Instrumentation 

means the action of the fusion on outside entities only comes through the parts acting on each other.  

The properties of the fusion only find a place in scientific explanations by acting on outside observers, 

but outside observers are only ever acted upon by the parts, and even the action of those parts is 

explained by the action of other parts.  Koons suggests that we can know the existence of the fusion by 

the novelty of the powers exhibited by the parts: “electrons are enabled to do things by their inclusion 

that they couldn’t have done in the wild” (2014).  But why would it be more implausible to ascribe those 

                                                           
42 The size of the gap depends on Koons’ choice of definition for fusion, which he fails to specify—Cotnoir and Varzi 
give examples (forthcoming, p. 158). 
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novel properties (whatever they may be) to a new physical fusion, rather than straightforwardly to the 

complex interactions of the parts (more turbulence than emergence)?  How could novel properties of 

the parts, exhibited only in complex interactions, be more elusive than a whole which acts only in and 

through its parts, by grounding the secondary powers of those parts? 

3.3 A Better Mereology for Wilson’s Strong Emergence 
 Let’s examine in detail the one example Koons (2014) gives of detectable emergent behavior: 

I have the power to speak, a power that I can exercise in a Hobbesian state of nature. Now 

suppose that I am in fact part of a political community that enables me to speak in specifically 

political settings, such as a jury or a town meeting. Clearly my power of speaking takes on new 

dimensions thanks to my incorporation into a larger whole. 

This more naturally looks like downward than upward Power Migration.  Koons has not given the 

political community the power to speak, but the community has given Koons-qua-juror the power to 

convict, a power which he would lack absent the community.  Political theorists sometimes speak as if 

the power of violence were transferred to the state, but the real, physical power for violence is neither 

given up to the state nor acquired from the state.  What might be acquired from the state is the power 

to punish, a power not previously possessed by any individual.  The political community surely does 

depend on the individuals who make it up, but this is principally a synchronic dependence on their 

acceptance or recognition of its authority (Searle, 2010).  Surely no change in the community’s attitudes 

or actions is possible without a change in the attitudes or actions of the individuals, so that synchronic 

dependence looks like weak supervenience (List & Pettit, 2011, p. 59).  Individuals are dependent upon 

the state, but seemingly in a diachronic way—a state’s loss of legitimacy only has concrete effects on 

individuals over time.  As in Koons’ analysis, however, it seems that the political community only directly 

acts on and through its parts.   
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 The picture Koons paints thus seems to more naturally support an inverted version of his view.  

In this inverted account, strongly emergent wholes exhibit synchronic dependence on their parts in the 

form of weak supervenience.  Power Migration transfers the novel powers of the emergent whole 

downwards to the parts, allowing the whole to act diachronically on and through those parts. 

 Koons only intends his social picture to be an analogy for the emergence of real substances, but 

taking the analogy seriously as the basis for the inverted model buys us a great deal.  First, weak 

supervenience is, on its own, a sufficient marker of dependence for Kim to relinquish charges of dualism 

(1987).  Koons’ own view also prevents dualism, but only by positing unobserved upward Power 

Migration, so this perspective is considerably less otiose.  The fact that the whole continues to act 

directly only on and through its parts suggests, as in Koons’ rendering, that it really is a mereological 

construct rather than some other kind of entity.  Finally, the irreducibly holistic origin of the powers 

exercised by the parts means that the powers of the whole are in no way dispensable, even if we only 

directly observe the powers of the parts.  The trick, of course, is showing that the novel observed 

powers are irreducibly holistic in origin.  For the political case, Margaret Gilbert (2006, 2013) gives a 

thoroughgoing defense of this claim.  For the biological case, O’Connor et al. already take the principal 

novel properties to be mental and ascribe those mental properties to a numerically single thinker.  If the 

observed properties can only be grounded in a unity, then they can only be grounded in the whole, and 

the emergent fusion is indispensable.  This account therefore leans on a factor that goes beyond 

novelty, but one already present in the views of those who advocate Wilson-style Strong Emergence. 

 Koons (2014) considered and rejected this inverted version of his view for two reasons.  First, by 

making the downward causality diachronic, it denies that transeunt action is instantaneous.  Strongly 

emergent realities are supposed to be regular scientific entities, however—not ethereal Cartesian 

minds—so I’m not sure why downward causation should have any special claim to immediacy.  Certainly 

in the political case there is good evidence against immediacy, and in the biological case there is no 
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evidence for it.  Second, Koons worried that the inverted version forced the persistence conditions of 

the parts to change along with the existence of their strongly emergent fusion.  In the political case, 

thinkers from Aristotle through Rousseau to contemporary anthropologists have certainly taken this to 

be the case:  humans outside political communities surely acquire food and mates very differently than 

those inside them.43  In the biological case, organic homeostasis changes the free energy of chemical 

reactions, biasing their frequency and products (Philips & Milo, 2015).  Plausibly that means the 

conditions for persistence of chemical compounds change inside and outside the organism.  If the 

conditions for persistence were the same, after all, then you would expect the effects of persistence to 

be the same. 

 If this inverted-Koons view is the right account of Wilson-style Strong Emergence, what 

mereology does it imply?  The main result is that it does not seem to demand extensionality.  As Toner 

(2006) notes, a band and a basketball team may have the same parts—and indeed both supervene on 

the properties of those parts—but that does not make them the same.  They ask different commitments 

of their members, and therefore as Gilbert (2013) explains, grant them different powers.  Aaron Cotnoir 

(2010) suggests that denying extensionality may be a natural result of rejecting Anti-Symmetry, 

however, and in these models Anti-Symmetry does not seem to hold universally.  For the political case, 

consider that some institutions, like the Harvard Corporation, are legally defined as having their board 

members as their parts—while others, like the United Nations, have other institutions as their member 

parts.  As with the band and the basketball team, two institutions may have the same ordinary parts.  

But now suppose that two clubs both have the same ordinary members and each other as members.  

                                                           
43 This is borne out by contemporary anthropological research, which reveals that the mode of subsistence is 
dependent on the mode of social organization (Dunbar, 1993; Sandeford, 2018).  Civilization is capable of 
generating agricultural wealth, but only civilization can protect such wealth. 
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We have a parthood loop, and both Anti-Symmetry and extensionality naturally fail, without any 

recourse to strange physics or metaphysics as in Cotnoir (2013). 

 Thankfully, as Cotnoir points out, “the anti-extensionalist can agree that Classical Mereology is 

almost entirely correct, with the sole exception that it runs together mereological equivalence and 

identity” (2010).  Fusions can be mereologically equivalent (in that they have the same parts)—but since 

Strong Emergence is a real process involving specific properties—fuse those parts differently and hence 

not be identical fusions.  Making this distinction, however, does not impinge on any of the structure of 

Classical Mereology.  In fact, Universal Fusion has advantages for the emergentist.  It’s extremely 

convenient to refer to non-emergent maximal remainders like “the cancerous part of the organ” or “the 

citizens who do not hold a government post.”  Certainly these could be referred to using sets or plurals 

rather than as fusions, but treating them as fusions allows conveniently combining them in the same 

logic as the emergent fusions and their parts, which is useful since they causally interact.  The immune 

system fights the cancer, even if the cancer unlike the immune system is a non-emergent reality fully 

reducible to its parts, the mutated cells.  In the Quinean meta-ontology this reduction may be 

indistinguishable from elimination, but that need not keep us from treating countably real (or 

ontologically loaded) and merely countenanced (or ontologically innocent) entities in the same logical 

structure. 

 So much for composition, what about a decomposition axiom for Wilson’s variant of Strong 

Emergence?  Unlike in Koons’ analysis, we have no reason to deny Remainder.  Unrestricted Fusion gives 

us maximal remainders, no matter how many parts are causally required for a particular strongly 

emergent fusion.  The causal network need consider only the atoms and the strongly emergent fusions, 

while the mereology treats the loaded and innocent fusions as equivalent.  Meanwhile, the inverted 

proposal seems to support Very Strong Companionship just as well as Koons’ version.  An entity which 

weakly supervenes on a single entity cannot avail itself of our single-power-bearer argument for the 
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indispensability of emergence, and hence cannot be distinguished from the entity on which it 

supervenes in the Quinean ontology.  Mereological Linearity fails because it is dependent on Anti-

Symmetry, but that doesn’t mean that the model satisfies only Very Strong Companionship and not 

Weak Supplementation.  Models which satisfy Very Strong Companionship but not Weak 

Supplementation can be gunky (Cotnoir & Varzi, forthcoming, p. 127), but in Wilson’s variant of Strong 

Emergence the grounding relationship runs from parts to wholes, and gunky models lack fundamental 

entities, whereas grounding is supposed to be well-founded and hence require them (Dixon, 2016).    

Wilson’s Strong Emergence therefore requires at least Weak Supplementation, but seems neutral on 

Over-Supplementation,44 so it is also compatible with Remainder.  

 As Cotnoir and Bacon point out, the loops in this account make it not a well-founded mereology 

(2012), but this does not imply that the ground of wholes in their parts is not well-founded.  That ground 

is ensured by the weak supervenience of fusions on their parts.  A loop is formed when two or more 

fusions have each other as parts and the same other proper parts.  Each fusion can only change when its 

parts change, but since their relationship to each other is symmetric, that means the looped fusions can 

only change when there is a change in their non-looping proper parts.  The looped fusions thus weakly 

supervene entirely on the proper parts which do not participate in the loops, so the loops have no 

impact on the well-foundedness of the grounding relation.  Inverting Koons’ model thus yields a 

mereological model which fails to validate Anti-Symmetry or PP-Extensionality, but has Universal Fusion, 

popular decomposition axioms, and well-founded grounding. 

4. Conclusion 
 The debate concerning the ontological innocence of composition can be understood as a dispute 

about whether non-trivial fusions are always reducible to their parts or sometimes exhibit strongly 

                                                           
44 “xy(POxy -> z(PPzx & Dzy))” (Cotnoir & Varzi, forthcoming, p. 111). 
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emergent characteristics.  If fusions can exhibit strongly emergent characteristics, then those fusions 

need to be counted separately in our inventory of the world.  If the properties of fusions are always 

reducible to those of their parts, then we need not count them separately.  In a strongly Quinean meta-

ontology, emergent characteristics must feature in scientific explanations.   

 A survey of three theories about how emergent characteristics can feature in scientific 

explanations revealed that only Jessica Wilson (2015)’s notion of Strong Emergence, which mandates 

downward causation and insists on the irreducibility of parts to wholes, can yield ontologically loaded 

fusions.  David Chalmers (2008)’s account of Strong Emergence only mandated weak supervenience but 

not downward causation.  That made it compatible with Classical Mereology, but PP-Extensionality and 

Universal Fusion then ruled out downward causation, which meant that emergent fusions in Chalmers’ 

sense failed to feature in scientific explanations.  Meanwhile Patrick Toner (2008)’s account of 

emergence turned out to be incompatible with even weak supervenience and yielded a gunky 

mereology that prevented wholes from being grounded in their parts.  In contrast to Chalmers’ account 

which failed to make wholes irreducible to their parts, Toner’s failed to make parts irreducible to their 

wholes.  In both cases overlapping entities only needed to be counted once, meeting Varzi (2014)’s 

definition of ontological innocence.   

 Wilson’s account, on the other hand, ensures that wholes and parts must be counted 

separately, because they both play a role in scientific explanations.  Rob Koons (2014) suggested that 

the parts count because of a diachronic effect on the whole, while the whole counts because of a 

synchronic effect on the parts, yielding an extensional mereology with Restricted Fusion and Strong 

Supplementation.  Koons’ attempt, while helpfully precise, seemed to falter since it secured the 

dependence of wholes on their parts in an unobservable manner and made its mereological claims on 

the basis of sometimes dubious scientific assumptions.  I instead proposed an alternative framework for 

Wilson’s notion of Strong Emergence on which parts count because they ground the wholes which 
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synchronically weakly supervene on them, while wholes count because they transfer novel powers to 

their parts, undertaking diachronic downward causation by acting on and through those parts.  This 

approach yielded a non-extensional and non-antisymmetric mereology with Universal Fusion and either 

Weak Supplementation or Remainder as its decomposition axiom.   

 Up to now the debate over the ontological innocence of composition has centered on the 

plausibility of Universal Fusion, following van Inwagen (1987, 1995, 2006).  This study, however, 

suggests that the focus may be better placed on extensionality.  The two attempts at modeling Strong 

Emergence which validated PP-Extensionality led to reducing wholes to parts or parts to wholes.  The 

view of Strong Emergence which prevented reduction in either direction led to a model which failed to 

validate Anti-Symmetry and thus PP-Extensionality, but retained Universal Fusion.  Van Inwagen’s 

moderate answer to the Special Composition Question may be coherent, but it is not supported by the 

existing literature on emergence.  If we take the philosophy of science literature seriously, we end up 

with quite narrow conditions on the possibility of ontologically loaded fusion. 
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